ABSTRACT Artificial genetic circuits are becoming important tools for controlling cellular behavior and studying molecular biosystems. To genetically optimize the properties of complex circuits in a practically feasible fashion, it is necessary to identify the best genes and/or their regulatory components as mutation targets to avoid the mutation experiments being wasted on ineffective regions, but this goal is generally not achievable by current methods. The Random Sampling-High Dimensional Model Representation (RS-HDMR) algorithm is employed in this work as a global sensitivity analysis technique to estimate the sensitivities of the circuit properties with respect to the circuit model parameters, such as rate constants, without knowing the precise parameter values. The sensitivity information can then guide the selection of the optimal mutation targets and thereby reduce the laboratory effort. As a proof of principle, the in vivo effects of 16 pairwise mutations on the properties of a genetic inverter were compared against the RS-HDMR predictions, and the algorithm not only showed good consistency with laboratory results but also revealed useful information, such as different optimal mutation targets for optimizing different circuit properties, not available from previous experiments and modeling.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, an increasing number of studies have focused on constructing simple synthetic genetic circuits with desired properties (Becskei and Serrano, 2000; Elowitz and Leibler, 2000; Gardner et al., 2000; Hasty et al., 2000 Hasty et al., , 2001a Hasty et al., ,b, 2002a Weiss, 2001; Basu et al., 2002; Guet et al., 2002; Weiss and Basu, 2002; Yokobayashi et al., 2002; Atkinson et al., 2003; Francois and Hakim, 2004) . The importance of these studies is twofold. First, the synthetic systems can serve as a basis to understand the workings of natural systems, which are usually much more complicated and difficult to unravel. Second, artificial genetic circuits may also act as tiny ''programs'' to control cellular behavior in specified manners, thus providing various potential applications in biotechnology, medicine, environmental science, and other areas. Although the research in several prototype circuits has provided insights and offered great promise in fulfilling both targets, designing and engineering in vivo genetic circuits remains a difficult task. One common obstacle is to design and optimize individual circuit components (or ''devices'') and their interconnections so that they can be integrated to form functional circuits. The consequence of linking unmatched devices was clearly illustrated in constructing a simple genetic inverter (Weiss, 2001; Weiss and Basu, 2002) , where the output of a circuit component A represses another component B, realizing the inverter function. When the two components do not match (e.g., if the ''low'' output of A is still high enough to repress B, then the output of B will always stay at the ''low'' state despite the level of A), the result can be a nonfunctional genetic inverter.
Three general strategies have been employed for designing and optimizing genetic circuits. The first method is to rationally design the circuits, exemplified by Weiss and coworkers in building a genetic inverter, where gene mutations that transformed the circuit into a functional unit were guided by modeling and simulations (Weiss, 2001; Weiss and Basu, 2002) . The second approach was described by the work of Guet et al. (2002) in which they randomly reshuffled the connectivity of a simple genetic network and obtained multiple circuits with different logic functions. The third approach was to employ directed evolution techniques to optimize circuit properties, either in vivo (Yokobayashi et al., 2002) or in silico (Francois and Hakim, 2004) .
In principle, all three strategies above, especially the first and the third approaches, can be employed in building more complex genetic circuits with specified properties. However, as the complexity of the circuits rises, it becomes increasingly difficult to apply these strategies. For example, as circuits involve a larger number of molecular species for optimization, it becomes increasingly necessary to predetermine the optimal molecular targets (e.g., genes and their regulatory components) where genetic mutations can most effectively achieve the specified circuit properties. Without suitable guidance the random mutations or directed evolution experiments can be wasted on ineffective regions, thus becoming costly or even practically prohibitive. However, the rational design method above usually cannot identify the optimal mutation targets, because 1), the circuits are highly nonlinear networks with complex behavior generally not amenable to traditional modeling and analysis techniques and 2), although the basic structures of the circuits (hence the models) are well defined, the model parameters (e.g., the kinetic rate constants) usually contain significant uncertainties, which render any deterministic analysis methods inadequate.
In this work, a global, nonlinear, stochastic sensitivity analysis technique called the Random Sampling-High Dimensional Model Representation (RS-HDMR) algorithm (Li et al., 2001 (Li et al., , 2002 Wang et al., 2003) is employed to assist in overcoming the above difficulties. The RS-HDMR algorithm can provide reliable pre-experimental estimates on the sensitivities of the circuit properties (e.g., the inverter gain g) with respect to broad scale variations in the model parameters (e.g., the translation rate constant k trl associated with a certain protein) without knowing their precise values. The sensitivity information can then be used to guide the selection of mutation targets. For example, if g is highly sensitive to variations in k trl , it suggests that genetic mutations that change the k trl value can be effective in optimizing the inverter gain. Conversely, if the sensitivity of g to k trl is low, it implies that the corresponding mutations should be avoided.
As a proof of principle, we examined 16 pairwise mutations on a well-studied genetic inverter and compared the in vivo effects of the mutations on the circuit properties with the RS-HDMR predictions. The theoretical results not only showed satisfactory consistency with the laboratory observations, but also provided useful insights unavailable from previous modeling and experimental studies. For example, the analysis revealed quantitatively that the inverter output (enhanced yellow fluorescent protein steady-state concentration) is more sensitive to mutations in the ribosomebinding site (RBS) upstream of the cI coding region than mutations in the O R 1 region of the P R promoter. The analysis also showed that these mutations have larger effects on the enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP) concentration at high input (IPTG concentration) levels than at low IPTG levels, whereas the effects of EYFP transcription and translation on EYFP concentrations are fairly stable against variations in IPTG levels. At last, RS-HDMR clearly identified that mutations affecting the transcription and translation of EYFP serve the best for adjusting EYFP concentrations at different IPTG levels, whereas the RBS mutations are the most effective in optimizing the gain and the slope of the inverter, all of which are not intuitively evident or predictable from simple analyses. The successful application of RS-HDMR in this work establishes the capability of the algorithm for accelerating the optimization of complex genetic circuits and potentially enhancing the utility of genetic engineering. More importantly, similar principles and algorithms can be applied in the mechanistic studies of naturally occurring bionetworks, as discussed at the end of the article.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids
Plasmids pINV-110, pINV-112-R1, pINV-112-R2, and pINV-112-R3 (simplified as p110, pR1, pR2, and pR3, respectively) encode l-repressor CI and enhanced cyan fluorescent protein under the control of lac promoter P lac (Fig. 1) . The four plasmids differ in the RBS sequence located upstream of the cI coding region with translation efficiency p110 . pR1 . pR2 . pR3 (Weiss, 2001; Weiss and Basu, 2002) . They contain a kanamycin resistance marker and the p15A replication origin. Plasmids pINV-107, pINV-107-MUT4, pINV-107-MUT5, and pINV-107-MUT6 (denoted as p107, pM4, pM5, and pM6, respectively) encode enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP) under the control of the synthetic l right promoter (lP RO12 , a partial lP (R) with only O R 1 and O R 2). They differ in the operator binding sequence O R 1 with repressor/operator binding affinity p107 . pM4 . pM5 % pM6 (Weiss, 2001; Weiss and Basu, 2002) . These plasmids contain an ampicillin resistance marker and the ColE1 replication origin.
Circuit performance measurements
Measurements of the circuit properties were carried out in liquid culture using a fluorescence-activated cell sorter. The EYFP fluorescence level was the ultimate output of the circuit, and enhanced cyan fluorescent protein was not used. Escherichia coli cells harboring the plasmids were first grown overnight to stationary phase in LB medium containing appropriate antibiotics. The cultures were then diluted 500-fold into 2 ml of fresh LB medium containing varying amounts of isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) and the same antibiotics. The cells were then grown for 6 h at 37°C to log phase (OD % 0.2), harvested, centrifuged, washed, and suspended in 0.5 ml of PBS (0.22-mm filter sterilized, pH 7.5). All cell samples were cultured in triplicate and their EYFP fluorescence levels were measured (Epics Altra flow cytometer, Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA) and calibrated using SPHERO calibration particles (RCP-30-5A, Spherotech, Libertyville, IL). The calibrated fluorescence levels were reported in a molecules-of-equivalent fluorescein (MEFL) unit, which is proportional to the EYFP concentration. The mean fluorescence values of the triplicates were used for analysis and the relative errors were ;610%.
FIGURE 1
The plasmid diagram of the genetic inverter, the logic diagram (upper right), and the truth table (lower right). Plasmid pINV-110 constitutively expresses the LacI repressor, which always stays at a high level in the experiments. The P lac promoter serves as the IMPLIES gate, with the inputs being the repressor LacI and the externally added regulator IPTG, and the output being CI. CI is the input of the inverter lP RO12 and represses the synthesis of the fluorescent output EYFP. ''1'' and ''0'' in the truth table represent high and low states of the circuit components, respectively.
The mechanistic model
The components of this genetic inverter have been intensively studied (Miller and Reznikoff, 1980; Lewin, 2000) , providing the basis for the chemical kinetics model. The model of the genetic inverter used in this work (Fig. 2) contains 13 chemical species and 18 rate constants. Eq. F1 describes the repression of the P lac promoter by the LacI tetramer. Eq. F2 represents the binding of LacI by IPTG. An average of two IPTG molecules are assumed to bind effectively to one tetramer (Miller and Reznikoff, 1980; Yildirim and Mackey, 2003) . Eqs. F3 and F4 represent transcription from P lac to produce mRNA for CI (mRNA(CI)) and the decay of mRNA(CI). Eqs. F5 and F6 describe the synthesis of CI from mRNA(CI) and the decay of CI. In Eqs. F3 and F5, the RNA polymerase and the ribosome RNA are assumed to be in excess, hence they do not appear in the equations. Eqs. F7-F9 describe the dimerization of CI and the cooperative repression of the lP RO12 promoter by the dimer. Eqs. F10-F13 represent transcription and translation of EYFP starting from lP RO12 , as well as the decay of the mRNA and EYFP. Again, the RNA polymerase and the ribosome RNA are assumed to be in excess. All the rate constant values and initial concentrations were either obtained or derived from relevant sources (Miller and Reznikoff, 1980; Lewin, 2000; Yildirim and Mackey, 2003; Weiss, 2001 ).
The genetic circuit Fig. 1 shows the implementation and the logic circuit diagram of the genetic circuit. It involves two separate plasmids, one including the LacI repressor/ P lac promoter, and the other coding for the CI repressor/lP RO12 promoter. In the first plasmid, LacI protein is expressed from the P lacIq promoter and represses the P lac promoter, which otherwise initiates the expression of CI protein. CI binds the operator binding sites of the lP RO12 promoter on the second plasmid, repressing the synthesis of EYFP.
The behavior of the circuit can be controlled by adding an inducer, IPTG. LacI and IPTG form a complex with reduced binding affinity to the P lac promoter, thus the presence of IPTG helps to increase the production of CI, which in turn reduces the synthesis of EYFP. Since LacI always stays at a relatively high level, the circuit can be regarded as a genetic inverter: when the input IPTG level is high, the output EYFP concentration is low; and when IPTG concentration decreases, EYFP production increases. Due to the cooperative binding of CI to lP RO12 (Miller and Reznikoff, 1980) , the steady-state transfer curve (EYFP versus IPTG curve) of the inverter is normally an inverse sigmoidal (see Fig. 3 for examples), and the characteristics of the curve (e.g., the gain) are determined by the reaction rate constant values.
For the circuit to function correctly, its two components must match each other. Biochemically, this means that a ''high'' output (i.e., CI concentration) from the first component must be sufficient to repress most of lP RO12 (the input of the second component), and a ''low'' CI concentration should have little effect on lP RO12 expression. Two mismatched genetic components can generate nonfunctional circuits. For example, in the initial attempt to build the inverter (also the circuit p110:p107 in this study), the ''low'' output of the first component was interpreted as ''high'' input by the second component, because the binding affinity of lP RO12 with CI was so large that a low concentration of CI was sufficient to repress lP RO12 . Consequently, EYFP always stayed at very low levels, and the transfer curve was essentially flat (Weiss, 2001; Weiss and Basu, 2002) .
The rational optimization of this circuit has been described (Weiss, 2001; Weiss and Basu, 2002 ). An ordinary differential equation model was first constructed to simulate the dynamic and steady-state behavior of the circuit. Then a few rate constants in the model were changed and their effects on the transfer curve were recorded. Since the rate constant variations correspond directly to mutations on one or more genes or regulatory sites, the simulations provided guidance as to where and how (increased or reduced FIGURE 2 The reaction mechanism for the genetic inverter in Fig. 1 . The nominal values of the rate constants are:
, and k 17 ¼ 5.0 3 10 ÿ3 s ÿ1 . The initial concentrations are 0.02 mM for the LacI tetramer, P lac , and lP RO12 (denoted as P R ), 0-10 3 mM for IPTG, and zero for all other species. activity) the mutations should be performed to achieve desired circuit behavior. Following the simulation results, the translation rate of the CI protein was first reduced by site-directed mutagenesis to the RBS upstream of cI coding region. Gene mutations were then performed at the O R 1 operator binding site of the lP RO12 promoter to weaken repressor (CI) binding. The experiments yielded circuits with enhanced performance qualitatively consistent with the simulation results. In a subsequent article, Yokobayashi et al. (2002) applied directed evolution techniques to mutate the original, nonfunctional circuit on both the cI gene and the RBS and generated functional circuits. In both studies, the authors picked the molecular candidates for mutation experiments based on their insight into the system as well as simple modeling and analysis. This approach, however, could not determine if the selected mutation targets would be the most effective ones in enhancing the circuit performance, and this problem can become serious in engineering more complex circuits where the laboratory costs may be very high if the experiments are not carried out on the optimal mutation targets.
The RS-HDMR algorithm
Given a quantitative model of a genetic circuit, the RS-HDMR algorithm can provide reliable estimates for the sensitivities of the circuit properties with respect to the model parameters without knowing their precise values. In this fashion, RS-HDMR can estimate the optimal mutation targets based on the sensitivity values. Both deterministic and stochastic models have been used to understand the behavior of genetic circuits (McAdams and Arkin, 1998; Bower, 2001; Hasty et al., 2001c; Jong, 2002) . In this work, RS-HDMR is applied using deterministic models involving ordinary differential equations (ODEs), although the principles and techniques can be employed for other types of models (e.g., stochastic or spatiotemporal, etc.). Consider a system containing N species x ¼ (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ) and M reaction rate constants k ¼ (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k M ) with its dynamic behavior described by the ODEs,
where X n is the concentration of x n . In this model, gene mutations correspond to changing one or more of the rate constants k m , and the properties of the genetic circuit are represented by the X n values (temporal or steady-state) or functions of them. The aim of RS-HDMR analysis is to quantitatively identify the effects of the variations in k on the circuit properties. RS-HDMR is a global sensitivity analysis technique that can decompose the high-dimensional, nonlinear contributions of k to the network properties (represented by their total sensitivity) into a hierarchy of low-dimensional terms. Calculations by RS-HDMR require only the ODE model, an estimate of the initial conditions X 0 n (to be used for ODE integration), and an estimate of the dynamic range [k , m ; k . m ] to ''explore'' for each rate constant k m . Since the genetic circuit components are built from well-studied natural networks, all these requirements are usually satisfied, or can be satisfied by performing a few additional experiments.
To estimate the total sensitivity of X n to k, for example, normally several thousand sets of randomly chosen rate constants k s (s ¼ 1, 2, . . . , S) are generated over the estimated ranges [k
]. The transient concentration profile of X n is calculated for each k s by integrating the ODEs, and the total sensitivity s t (X n ) of X n at time t is calculated as a relative standard deviation
where X s n;t is the concentration of x n at time t for sample s, and w n,t is a weight factor that normalizes the absolute standard deviation of X n,t . Similarly, the total sensitivity s*(X n ) at steady state can be calculated by
where X Ã;s n is the steady-state concentration of x n for sample s, and w n is a weight factor. The total sensitivity s t (X n ) in Eq. 2 is decomposed into a set of contributions,
where the first-order term s t (X n , k m ) represents the effect that the single independent variable k m has on X n , and the second-order term s t (X n , (k m , k m# )) reflects the cooperative influence of k m and k m# on X n , etc. The steadystate total sensitivity s*(X n ) similarly can be decomposed by
The details of the decomposition are discussed elsewhere (Li et al., 2001 (Li et al., , 2002 Wang et al., 2003) . In the same fashion, the sensitivities of any circuit property y ¼ y(X, t) to k can be calculated by replacing X n in the above equations by y, as long as y(X, t) can be determined analytically or numerically.
In principle, other sensitivity analysis methods can also be employed (Saltelli et al., 2000) , but we choose RS-HDMR for three reasons. First, it is a global analysis technique that works well even when the input variables (rate constants in this case) contain significant uncertainties. This characteristic is especially important for its applications in biology where model parameters usually cannot be identified with high precision. Second, it is a nonlinear algorithm, and the decomposed sensitivities (even the firstorder terms) are generally also nonlinear, making it a suitable algorithm for analyzing bionetworks. Finally, the first-, second-, and higher-order sensitivity terms are physically meaningful (representing the independent, pairwise, and higher-order contributions of the input variables to specified FIGURE 3 The steady-state transfer curves of four genetic inverters (measured at 12 IPTG levels) and their gain g and slope p. (a) pR1:pM4, (b) pR2:pM4, (c) pR1:pM5, and (d) pR2:pM5. The value g is calculated by Eq. 6, and p is determined by Eq. 8. circuit properties), and can provide clear guidance for determining the independent and cooperative molecular targets for gene mutations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Circuit synthesis and performance measurements
To test the reliability of the RS-HDMR algorithm in identifying the mutation targets, we synthesized 16 pairwise mutants of this genetic inverter, each of which combines one mutant of the first plasmid (p110, pR1, pR2, and pR3) with one mutant of the second plasmid (p107, pM4, pM5, and pM6 (Weiss, 2001; Weiss and Basu, 2002) , which showed that EYFP levels increase with lower RBS binding affinity and lower O R 1 binding affinity (note that p110 . pR1 . pR2 . pR3 in translation efficiency and p107 . pM4 . pM5 % pM6 in O R1 binding affinity). The MEFL levels of four circuits (pR1:pM4, pR1:pM5, pR2:pM4, and pR2:pM5) were also measured at 12 different IPTG concentrations, and their transfer curves are shown in Fig. 3 .
Modeling and sensitivity analysis
Based on the model described in Materials and Methods, the sensitivities of EYFP steady-state concentrations at 10 different IPTG levels (between 0 and 5 mM) to variations in the 18 rate constants were calculated using the RS-HDMR algorithm. First, the 18 rate constants were randomly sampled simultaneously from within their corresponding dynamic ranges [k , m ; k . m ]. Three different dynamic ranges were used for each rate constant, spanning two, three, and four orders of magnitudes around the nominal values of each rate constant (listed in Fig. 2 ). The rate constants were transformed to a logarithmic scale to ensure an even distribution over the large space. At each IPTG level, the steady-state concentration of EYFP ([EYFP]* ,s ) was obtained for each set of random rate constants k s by integrating the ODEs until the variation in EYFP concentration was ,0.1% within 1000 s. It was assumed that an EYFP concentration of 0.02 mM corresponds to 10 EYFP molecules per cell, and any steady-state EYFP concentration lower than it was removed from the simulations. For each IPTG level, when S ¼ 10,000 good samples were obtained, the total sensitivities were calculated using Eq. 3 and normalized by the mean of the EYFP steady-state concentrations (i.e., w n ¼
[EYFP]* ,s in Eq. 3). The first-and second-order sensitivities of [EYFP]* ,s with respect to the 18 rate constants were then calculated using Eq. 5 (the detailed procedure is described in Li et al., 2001 , 2002 and Wang et al., 2003 . Calculations using the three different dynamic rate constant ranges gave similar sensitivity values, and all analyses in this work are based on results obtained from the smallest dynamic ranges. This work is focused on how the circuit properties are affected by rate constant changes, and in the same fashion, RS-HDMR can also calculate sensitivities to variations in other circuit variables, which will be addressed in future research.
Comparison between theoretical and experimental results
In the 16 inverters, genetic mutations were induced on both the RBS of mRNA(CI) and the O R 1 region of the P R promoter. The former mutations correspond to variations in k 6 (see Fig. 2 ), and the latter correspond to changes in k 10 , k 11 , and possibly k 12 and k 13 (indirectly). Fig. 4 plots the total The columns correspond to RBS mutations, and the rows correspond to O R 1 mutations.
FIGURE 4
The total sensitivity of EYFP steady-state concentrations at various IPTG levels, as well as the first-order sensitivities contributed by k 6 , k 10 , k 11 , k 12 , k 13 , and k 14 .
sensitivities of EYFP concentration at 10 IPTG levels as well as the first-order sensitivities to k 6 , k 10 , k 11 , k 12 , and k 13 . k 14 to k 17 in general have the highest first-order sensitivities, and since their values are similar at all IPTG levels, only the k 14 sensitivities are plotted in Fig. 4 . At all 10 IPTG levels, the sum of the first-order terms contributes to .60% of the total sensitivities, and the contribution of the first-and the secondorder terms together is .90%. Since all the important second-order terms involve rate constants with important first-order contributions, the first-order sensitivities can serve as semiquantitative indicators of the corresponding rate constants' general influence on EYFP concentrations. Four conclusions can be drawn from the sensitivity values:
1. The normalized total sensitivity shows little variations against different IPTG levels. 2. At low [IPTG] (,10 mM), the EYFP level is relatively insensitive to variations in k 6 , k 10 , k 11 , k 12 , and k 13 , and their sensitivities are significantly higher at high [IPTG] than at low [IPTG] . 3. Among the five rate constants above, k 6 is more effective in influencing EYFP levels than the other four rate constants. 4. k 14 to k 17 in general contribute the most to EYFP variations (especially at low IPTG levels), and their firstorder sensitivities change very little over different IPTG levels.
Conclusion 1 suggests that, statistically the influence of a large number of random multipoint mutations on the EYFP levels (corresponding to the total sensitivities) is independent of IPTG concentrations, although the reason is unclear. Conclusion 2 serves as the best comparison against the laboratory results in Table 1 . For example, the EYFP level increases 8.90/1.00 ¼ 8.9 times from p110:pM6 to pR3:pM6 with [IPTG] ¼ 1 mM, whereas the increase is 36.10/15.35 ¼ 2.35 times with [IPTG] ¼ 0, indicating a more pronounced influence of CI translation efficiency (involving k 6 ) on EYFP concentrations at higher IPTG levels. This trend is clearly demonstrated in the computational results (Fig. 4) , where the corresponding first-order sensitivity of [EYFP] to k 6 is higher at high [IPTG] . Similarly, RS-HDMR predicts that the firstorder sensitivities to k 10 , k 11 , k 12 , k 13 should rise with increasing [IPTG] , whereas in Table 1 There are a few exceptions (e.g., the column containing p107 as well as the double plasmid p110:pM4), but all of them involve very low MEFL values, which may be below the detection sensitivity (background noise level) of fluorescent proteins. It is difficult to compare Conclusion 3 with the experimental results, because the five rate constants change to different extents in the pairwise mutants, and their quantitative values are not available, thus normalizing (and then comparing) the columns against the rows of Table 1 is not possible.
Conclusion 4 is also biophysically reasonable. The model (Fig. 2) indicates that most LacI proteins are not bound to IPTG at low IPTG levels, leading to an almost complete repression of the P lac promoter due to the high binding affinity between LacI and P lac . Consequently, very few CI proteins are synthesized, and the production of EYFP starting from the lP RO12 promoter should be influenced very little by CI repression (Eqs. F7-F9 in Fig. 2 ) and the steps before it. When the IPTG level rises, the production of EYFP is affected to a higher extent by the CI repression of lP RO12 , hence these regulation steps also play important roles. These findings explain the different effects that IPTG variations have on k 14 to k 17 sensitivities compared with other rate constants, because k 14 to k 17 are the only rate constants that control the transcription and translation of EYFP, whereas all other rate constants are involved in the preceding regulation steps. Since EYFP synthesis is affected by the regulation steps only at high IPTG levels, the sensitivities to the corresponding rate constants such as k 6 and k 10 to k 13 increases at elevated IPTG levels. In contrast, the transcription and translation of EYFP stay effective despite IPTG variations, hence the sensitivities of k 14 to k 17 are fairly constant.
The laboratory results in Table 1 , however, are not in complete agreement with the theoretical predictions in Fig. 4 . The RS-HDMR analysis suggests that the steady-state [EYFP] at [IPTG] ¼ 0 should be highly insensitive to k 6 , k 10 , k 11 , k 12 , and k 13 , whereas the fluorescence variations at [IPTG] ¼ 0 in Table 1 are not insignificant among the 16 inverters. This inconsistency can be explained by three possible reasons. First, all the 17 rate constants are picked randomly from large dynamic ranges, and in most of the selections P lac is completely repressed at [IPTG] ¼ 0, leading to minimal CI concentrations and very low [EYFP] sensitivities to mutations on RBS and O R 1. However, we do observe a small population of rate constant sets that results in a moderate expression of CI at [IPTG] ¼ 0 (hence higher sensitivity values to k 6 , k 10 , k 11 , k 12 , and k 13 ), which may represent the real system better than most of the random rate constant sets. Since we do not know if those rate constants are more accurate and RS-HDMR generates only statistically averaged results, that small population is overwhelmed by the majority of the rate constant sets. This phenomena immediately raises the need for biosystem identification (discussed at the end of this article), which can provide a much more solid ground for better sensitivity analysis if the rate constant values can be determined with higher precision. Similar to any modeling studies, the inconsistency can also be the result of unmodeled dynamics (e.g., the inherent leakiness of CI or stochastic effects), which leads to the question of how accurate the model needs to be in order to be useful. The model used in the work proved to be reliable in this sense, but one should always be aware of the danger of overestimating the outcome from a specific model. At last, the possible experimental errors may also contribute to the inconsistency.
The sensitivities of the inverter gain and the slope to the rate constants were also calculated using Eqs. 3 and 5 with X n replaced by the numerically calculated gain or slope values. The gain g for any rate constant set k s is defined as low Þ=2 represents the midpoint of the transfer curve and ss is a small step size of [IPTG] (ss ¼ 1 mM in this case). A ratio is used to represent the slope because the transfer curves are plotted in logarithmic scale. Due to its sensitivity to laboratory data noise, the slope p of the transfer curves in Fig. 3 is determined by p ¼ ½EYFP ð½IPTG¼100 mMÞ =½EYFP ð½IPTG¼1 mMÞ :
(8) Table 2 shows that both g and p are more sensitive to k 6 than to k 10 , k 11 , k 12 , and k 13 . Since the true rate constant values are not available, the laboratory data in Fig. 3 could not be used to cross-compare the influence of k 6 on g or p against the other four rate constants. However, the results in Table 2 do indicate that g and p are affected in a similar fashion by these five rate constants, and in Fig. 3 , when g is reduced by lowering the k 10 , k 11 , k 12 , and k 13 values (a / c or b / d), p also decreases. Conversely, when g is affected little by k 6 changes (a / b or c / d), changes in p are also insignificant. The analysis results in Fig. 4 and Table 2 also reveal that, although k 14 to k 17 contribute significantly to [EYFP] variations at all IPTG levels, they are not as important in affecting g and especially p, probably because variations in k 14 to k 17 simply shift the whole transfer curve upward or downward, whereas g and p are influenced mostly by the relative [EYFP] difference between high and low IPTG levels. This observation suggests that different optimal mutation targets need to be selected for different circuit optimization purposes. Since the choice of the right targets is not intuitively evident even for this simple circuit, it is very risky (if not impossible) to design experiments on more complex networks without making the appropriate statistically based sensitivity analyses before performing the mutations.
Caution must be used when making quantitative comparisons between experimental and theoretical results. RS-HDMR is a statistics-based algorithm, which provides sensitivity values averaged over a large dynamical and high-dimensional input space instead of precise sensitivity values for certain rate constants. Because all the experiments start from cells with specific parameter settings, it is anticipated that the experimental and theoretical results will show some discrepancy. However, since the precise values for the model parameters are rarely known in real applications, the RS-HDMR algorithm provides well-defined statistically based information to guide the experiments.
It needs to be emphasized that not all bionetworks are amenable to direct RS-HDMR analysis. The genetic inverter studied in this work belongs to the family of combinational circuits that do not contain any memory elements that may arise from feedback connectivities. In this case, RS-HDMR can be directly executed because the circuit's steady states are uniquely determined by the rate constant values and are independent of the initial concentrations of its components (Katz, 2004; Wakerly, 2003) . In contrast, certain biosystems can exhibit multiple steady states, periodic behavior without steady states, or chaotic behavior; and complexity will arise in understanding and/or controlling them. To handle these complex systems, one may divide the circuit responses into qualitatively different subregions and analyze them separately, or devise other appropriate measures of the circuit behavior to avoid the multiplicity in property representations.
These possible treatments will be tested in future research.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we introduce a statistics-based, global sensitivity analysis algorithm (RS-HDMR) to better engineer artificial genetic circuits. RS-HDMR estimates the sensitivities of the circuit properties with respect to the circuit model parameters, without knowledge of the precise parameter values. The sensitivity results can then guide the selection of circuit components (e.g., genes and their regulatory components) whose mutations can most effectively optimize specified circuit behavior, thus significantly enhancing the efficiencies of the experiments. As a proof of principle, we measured the properties of 16 pairwise mutants of a genetic inverter and compared them against the RS-HDMR predictions, which confirmed the reliability of the algorithm. The RS-HDMR analysis results indicate that 1), the steadystate EYFP levels are affected differently by mutations in the RBS upstream of the cI coding region and mutations at the O R 1 operator binding site of the lP RO12 promoter; 2), the above sensitivities change significantly at different IPTG levels, whereas the sensitivities to the rate constants involved in EYFP transcription and translation show little variation; and 3), the EYFP levels, the gain, and the slope of the In addition to artificial biocircuit engineering, RS-HDMR can also be employed to construct quantitative models for natural bionetworks (i.e., model parameter estimation/ identification) in a reliable and cost-effective fashion. In most bionetwork identifications, the target system is perturbed first by external elements, such as adding chemicals that upregulate or downregulate certain network components. The response of the network is then recorded and utilized in the model construction. To identify complex bionetworks, it is very important that the most information be obtained from the least number of experiments, as the identification can be very expensive and time-consuming. In a recent work , RS-HDMR was successfully applied to estimate the optimal molecular species for perturbing and monitoring a simulated biochemical reaction network, which ensured the effectiveness of the proceeding optimal, closedloop identification of the network model parameters. Other issues such as the nonlinearity of the bionetwork, data noise, limited number of measurements, and laboratory constraints were also addressed.
Biology is being rapidly transformed into a quantitative data-driven science, fueled by the increasingly powerful technologies in genomics, proteomics, metabonomics, etc. At the same time, biologists have realized that these tools alone cannot easily enhance our understanding of biosystems without the correct incorporation of mathematical tools. This article (and a previous work, Feng and Rabitz, 2004) demonstrates the importance of applying appropriate optimal control techniques in understanding and manipulating complex bionetworks. We are beginning to apply these tools to several systems-biology areas, such as closed-loop learning control of bionetworks (Ku et al., 2004) , analysis of neural systems, optimal drug target discovery, and bionetwork connectivity identification, and more importantly, we expect the concept of doing experiments optimally can also be of value in other biological contexts.
